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What specific steps will be taken to improve future work:
From this chart one can see that while most of my work was accurate and justified, a few
problems faced communication/comprehension errors. This was mainly with the increasing/decreasing
rate statements and understanding how the shape of graphs translates into these statements. This is
something that can improve with practice, and it is a very specific problem. Most of the test demonstrated
that I met my previous goal of practicing the topic a bunch in homework so I felt comfortable with it/was
able to give efficient and thorough answers when it came to the test. I guess for next time I will just have
to make sure I comprehend the different shapes of graphs and what they mean, which again can be
improved with practice.
What did you do well? What should you continue to do to ensure repeated success?
As I stated above, the thing I did well with when preparing for my test was practice. This is
definitely evident in my homework file. Also, I did quality work, not slacking because “it’s just homework”
or “Mr. Guyette doesn’t always check it when we get to class”. This is something I really appreciate about
this year’s homework grading policy: it’s not an everyday on going average, and you don’t tally up the
number you got wrong everyday. To me, homework this year doesn’t seem like “homework”, where you
have to stress out if you got it wrong or not or what a bad grade you’ll get. It’s practice, and practice only

gets better by learning from mistakes. I’ve learned not to be afraid to make mistakes because that’s how
I’ve come to fully comprehend the topics. As long as you give effort to understand the topics, you’ll
succeed, and your “grade” will too. Of course, I’m far from perfect when it comes to math, and I made
some mistakes on my test. But as I just said, I’ll be sure to learn from these mistakes and use them to
deepen my understanding of the topic at hand.
Student perception of score on a 1-21 scale: 17-19 (if any additional evidence of this grade is needed,
please see my answers to number 4, or my homework file. I feel that both of these show my level of work
ethic, and how I understand the topic of avg. rate of change)
Criteria for Grading Tests and converting scores to NDA grades.
● Test Score 19-21
NDA Grade A+
■ All the qualities of excellence are demonstrated throughout the test
■ Student goes beyond the normal expectations to communicate a unique method
■ Difficult problems are solved correctly and justified clearly and logically
●

Test Score 16-18
NDA Grade A
■ Excellent work. Achieving the standard for all major topics assessed
■ All or mostly all work is clear, concise, and fully supported
■ Efficient and elegant mathematical methods are applied when appropriate
■ Clear evidence of deep levels of comprehension exists throughout
■ Notation is flawless.

●

Test Score 13-15
NDA Grade A■ Very good work. Achieving the standard for almost all of the major topics assessed
■ Most work is clear and supported, some work or support is incomplete or incorrect
■ Efficient and elegant mathematical methods are applied through much of the paper
■ Routine and traditional-style math problems are correct.
■ Evidence of comprehension exists
■ Notation is relatively flawless
Test Score 10-12
NDA Grade B
■ Good work. Achieving the standard for the majority of major topics
■ Some work is clear and well supported, but in several cases limited or no support is
provided
■ Efficient mathematical methods are applied through some of the paper
■ Routine and traditional-style math problems are mostly correct.
■ Some evidence of comprehension exists, but in some cases results were incorrect
and the error went unnoticed (revealing potential lack of understanding)
■ Notation is good in some cases, but in some cases misapplied notation becomes a
distraction

●

●

●

Test Score 7-9
■
■
■

NDA Grade C
Minimally achieving the standard/“In the ballpark” on some topics.
Work is often unsupported
Some mathematical methods applied, but it is clear that some of the methods being
assessed were not learned or mastered at this point
■ reasonable evidence of understanding in some places, gaps in comprehension
exist, many errors went unnoticed
■ Communication is clear in some places, incomplete in others
Test Score 4-6
NDA Grade D
■ Routine/basic problems are not done correctly
■ Major gaps in logic and/or comprehension are clearly evident

■
■
●

Test Score 1-3
■

Communication is lacking
Notation errors minimal/no attempt to apply conventions to written work
NDA Grade F
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